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In every manufactured goods in LG they improve their technology and they became a first world exporter of
the country. But the most important law that authorities miss is consumer privacy protection rights. And
ultimately leads to increase or decrease in the consumption level of the products. So while purchasing a
consumer have different choices to select product according to his needs. Recently the LG has introduced 3k
model of Camera which has lot facilities and clear images. Many remedies have been taken to reduce Global
warming. Unilever has over brands across food, personal care and household cleaning Environmental
regulations : Various regulations have been declared by government to safe guard the environment. The
company has a long standing heritage with its Socio-cultural Analysis:LG Corp has introduced the number of
product to the different customer into the society. It helps the organzation to divide the markets in different
segments to target a large of customers. If economy grows at a higher speed it will directly affect the growth
of the organization. Changes in life style : Change in life style also leads to increase or decrease in the demand
for different commodities. The constraint on energy is reduced by using alternative sources of energy like
herbal waste. Their principal products are ready-to-eat cereals and convenience foods, such as cookies,
crackers, savory snacks, In developing countries like India not all the poverty eradication, education and other
developments projects can be taken by government. National income : National income is important factor as
if affect the growth of the organisation. So any initiative by these firms is a huge help. Education levels :
Education is one of the most important factor which influence the buying power of consumer, while selecting
a particular good a consumer should know all its features so it can differentiate them with another products.
Competitive forces : Advancement in technology will also leads to competition in the markets, more quality
products will be provided to consumers to cover a large number of market. This will also enable foreign
companies present in India to import stuff from abroad and sell it in India and make more efficient use of their
extensive distribution network on the other hand it also provides opportunities to local suppliers and
distributors to offer their services to companies who do not exist in India but want to sell their products here.
Now all the work is machine oriented. The are people work for this company. It is a exiting product to the
market. It has 49 brands across Consumer and If economy grows at a higher speed it will directly affect the
growth of the organization. The challenger cant beat its clear imagery their technology towards its innovation
of product. It has introduced to the delighting product to the customer. Headquartered in Slough, England, the
Now all the work is machine oriented. Government intervenes : This indicates that at what level the
government intervences in the economy. National income : National income is important factor as if affect the
growth of the organisation. Economic growth : Economic growth is important factor in the development of the
organization. Industry-specific regulations : These laws are related to industry for example- no industry can
establish in between cities i. The LG electronics facing lots of problem while its production and exporting
goods to the overseas. Political factor2. This will help in lowering prices as all the taxes imposed increase the
cost of production and producer passes it on to consumer. It also serves the foodservice and commercial
bakery industries with the supply of branded and


